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REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT
To

the Trustees and Overseers of

Bowdoin College:

have the honor to submit the following report for the aca-

I

demic year 1962-63:

EMERGING OBLIGATIONS OF THE LIBERAL COLLEGE
As Bowdoin moves

to inaugurate

its

unique plan for the Senior

American educacollege. These op-

year in September, 1964, advancing patterns in
tion offer

new

opportunities for the liberal arts

and so challenging and promise so much if
exploited, that they become essential obligations

portunities are so large

they can be fully

for those colleges with resources requisite for leadership.
is

one such college; consequently

it

Bowdoin

must be aware of the

tasks

it

faces.

New Demands on Undergraduate

I.

The undergraduate
finds increased
fore.

college, assessing

place in the mid-sixties,

demands, different from any experienced hereto-

These stem from improvements

schools

its

Education

in the curricula of secondary

and from the better preparation, enculturation, and matu-

ration of the entering student. In part this reflects the heightening

consciousness of the society in cultural affairs and the remarkable

explosion of culture which has taken place across the land. In part
it is

due to better communication, ease of

refinements for reproduction of music,

travel,

art,

and

and technological
literature.

of the appellation "educational wastelands," television

own

large contribution,

on commercial

In spite

makes

its

as well as educational

channels.

At the same moment the undergraduate college must adjust for
better prepared freshmen, it finds a more critical assessment of its
graduates, whether they go on for further post-baccalaureate
training or directly into business or public service. Man must encompass the shrinking world intellectually as well as physically.
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An

must be informed in depth relative to geographic areas and ethnic groups, which in years past were more
apt to be the object of dilettante curiosity.
intelligent citizen

Necessity of Curricular Revolution

II.

A

curriculum in the hands of a competent faculty

is

always

evolving and occasionally enlarging. Enlargement of the curricu-

lum by

itself,

however, does not necessarily signify improvement

of the college program. Often the result

course proliferation there

is

is

the opposite, for through

a dissipation of teaching and other

educational resources, and of faculty and student energy, which
saps the vigor of the institution.

The complexion

which the college serves is
changing so rapidly that evolutionary curriculum development will
probably not suffice. Rather, the curriculum must be scrutinized
not only department by department but interdepartmentally, as
though it were to be designed anew.
Some departments and some faculties have already abandoned
old prejudices and have engaged their scholarly powers directly
with

this

of the society

problem. The approach of others

is less

fortunate. Rather

than to determine the best means to accomplish balance and meet
necessary current objectives, their effort has been on justification

of old courses and old forms.

During the next few years the college must not only review and
revitalize but it must reconstruct its curriculum in its several parts.
Course proliferation, extended

lists

of course offerings, depart-

mental empire building, and an enlarged catalogue will not meet
new demands of the dimensions faced, any more than did the old
classical pre-Civil

War

curriculum meet the demands placed upon

the colleges of a century ago.
III.

Faculty Accomplishment of Needed Reforms?

Whether

or not a faculty can accomplish these reforms so ur-

gently needed will depend upon the degree of statesmanship to

which that faculty aspires and can achieve. Departmental provincialism and the compulsions so often observed in the individual

)
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which a faculty must overcome. Empirically, few faculties in the past have risen to such heights.
The late Beardsley Ruml and Donald H. Morrison (the late
Provost of Dartmouth College) held that faculties were incapable
of this, and that trustees would have to assume greater responsibilities in this area if needed reforms are to be made. This may be
true, but it is equally true that the reforms by a faculty will be far
better and more effective than those which might result from

professor are roadblocks

trustee initiative.

The

vigor of our expanding knowledge and increasing intellec-

power and the mental sinew required for today's problems
are strong new wines. They cannot be contained in old and brittle
wineskins. New, strong, flexible wineskins must be found.
Colleges must be prepared to discard completely many old
forms. Replacements built upon new foundations of improving
secondary school education must exploit the enlarged experience
of a more mature incoming student. A new framework for college
tual

curricula

is

required to supply dedicated

men

of broad understand-

—knowledge-

ing and appreciation of our culture and our society
able

men who comprehend

also the nature of learning. Equally

urgent in their demands are the forces of business, public

life,

and

education, matching those of graduate schools in law, medicine,

engineering, science, the social sciences, and the humanities

and

letters.

Some advance has been made

in area-study programs, the better

organization of major and honors work, and in improved tech-

niques of language instruction.

Major

revisions in the curricula in

mathematics and chemistry have already occurred; to a lesser ex-

have been some revisions in other departments, more
evolutionary in nature than revolutionary. (A recent critique of
tent there

recommends many measures for improvement alBowdoin during the past several years, as the
result of the Bowdoin Self Study.
But in the total revision of course structures there has been no

college English

ready introduced at

significant progress in
liberal

education since

curriculum development in undergraduate

World War

II.

Even then the extension of

—
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the general education programs, pioneered by a few colleges
sorely needed

two decades

earlier, coincided

when

with the beginning of

obsolescence of general education offered in the Freshman year

an obsolescence accelerated by changes of attitude engendered by
the Sputnik and post-Sputnik syndrome.

To

a certain degree

we have

for

more than four decades been

without effective curricular reform matched to current needs. Additions of courses

and of departments have extended areas of

intel-

lectual activity as a whole, particularly at the university level.

But

for the undergraduate liberal arts college, such extensions are nec-

and are obtained at the cost of imbalance in the
individual student's program. Area studies already mentioned have
been progressive within their recognized limitations and subject
essarily limited

to the imbalance noted.

Curricular renewal projects in our colleges must be as vast, ex-

and

tensive,

blighted

drastic as

cities.

have been urban renewal projects in our

Painful relocations are a part of the price

we must

be prepared to pay.
IV.

The Bowdoin Senior Seminars

Recognition of certain

new

forces

is

found

in the

Bowdoin

Se-

nior Seminars, to be introduced in the academic year 1964-65. In

program the college senior who has gained specialized knowledge in depth in his major can learn more of our whole culture in
the light of his mature perspective, and can relate his specialization
this

to other

men's endeavors.

During each of his last two semesters a Seminar will constitute
one of the senior's regular courses. Both Seminars will be outside
of his major department, and one outside the area of his major.
The Seminars will require independent work and individual initiative.

The

exact format detailing these Seminars has been de-

scribed elsewhere.

Several corollary benefits from the Seminar
suggested:

a

new

flexibility

is

Program may be

introduced into the curriculum

through the ease of change of seminar topics from year to year;
confidence is given a student who realizes that he can apply tech-
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niques of study and investigation learned in connection with his

major to a strange and unknown field; and a student is assured that
he can master a new field by a few months of diligent and intelligent

effort.

As

the senior demonstrates to himself the

sonably well informed in

new

areas,

power

to

become

he anticipates similar

in later life, regardless of profession or career.

He

rea-

activity

will also enjoy

from the strictures
of classroom, class hours, calendar, and grading. The manner in
which they are conducted will more nearly resemble that of a work
a

more adult experience

group or task

force,

lated problems,

in the Seminars, free

with the members individually tackling

informing themselves on them in breadth and

depth, coordinating their findings, and
forceful position papers

V.

re-

hammering out cogent and

and summaries.

Preparation for College

Major curricular revision cannot be considered independently of
the revision of requirements for admission. With good preparation
so widely available through improving secondary school curricula,
and high caliber assured through selective admissions, Bowdoin
can require better selection and higher quality in the program of
courses presented for admission. Further, a

man

with the

ability to

Bowdoin work has the capacity to take more than the
minimum number of courses required for a high school diploma.
Minimal programs demand so little of the best students that there
is serious danger they may engender poor work habits.
The student himself will be the principal beneficiary from the
qualify for

introduction of

they will

make

new

quantitative standards for admission, in that

possible the better organization

and a more

ad-

vanced level of introductory college courses in the subject matter
areas represented in the secondary school curriculum. This will

among, introductory courses in College. The student will be able to undertake advanced work at an
earlier point and carry it further as an undergraduate. Ultimately,
the student will benefit from the reduction in wasted instructional

eliminate duplication by, and

effort.
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However, some able students come from communities with limited high school programs, and there are exceptional students with
outstanding preparation or with exceptional talent in a particular

As

area.

the College indicates

its

greater expectations in terms of

the secondary school subjects offered for entrance,

make

prepared to

it

must

also be

liberal exceptions in such cases.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SENIOR CENTER
PROGRAM AND THE EXPANSION OF THE COLLEGE
The

construction of the Senior Center

the Center

is

to

open

is

in the fall of 1964.

well under way, and

The myriad

of details

of policy and operation associated with the introduction of so large
a project, so different in scope, are being actively pursued.

The

in-

and the educational world is being
whetted as the initiation of the Senior Center Program rapidly
approaches. Independent assessments and appraisals of the Program by informed educators attest anew to its potential and promise; this type of evaluation will continue, and reassure us as we
move forward. The published Proceedings of the Symposium on
Undergraduate Environment held at Bowdoin in October, 1962,
are being widely circulated and have been well received.
With the added housing facilities provided undergraduates by
terest of students, faculty,

the Senior Center, the College will inaugurate an expansion in en-

rollment to be phased over a three year period. Beginning in

September, 1964, the entering class will be increased from the
present

200

to 240. This will result in a College of approximately

815 students in 1964-65, 850 students in 1965-66, 890 students
in 1966-67, and 925 students in 1967-68 (the enrollment planned
for the enlarged College).

FRATERNITIES IN THE
As

NEW BOWDOIN PROGRAM

the setting for an effective curriculum the College

is

con-

cerned that the total environment in which the student lives and
learns contributes to his personal

The

and

intellectual development.

design of the Program for the Senior Center has this basic
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Among

effective in their

underclassmen the Bowdoin fraternities can be

own

way, and especially as vehicles for the assim-

ilation of the student into the college

growth within
fraternities

9

it.

community and

for his

Conceivably other devices than undergraduate

could be invented to accomplish these ends, but as

and as it exists at Bowdoin, it
purpose and most appropriate to the in-

the fraternity system has developed

seems well suited to

this

terests of the College.

The College supports
this

enhanced

the fraternities fully as they

effective role.

Their success in

this

move

into

endeavor will

strengthen not only the fraternities themselves and the College
but,

most important, the student

LIBRARY
The

—

Library

is

as

an individual.

CATALOGUING AND CONSTRUCTION
currently engaged in

two important

projects both

major importance. The detailed planning of the new library
building is almost finished, and the construction is to be completed

of

within two years. Meanwhile, to enhance the usefulness of the

and scholars and to enable their
orderly growth over the years to come, the complete recataloguing
of the collections has been undertaken. Superimposed on the time
and effort involved in these two large projects are the increasing
demands of an active Faculty and student body, soon to be intensilibrary collections to students

fied

by the Senior Center Program. Difficult as

this recataloguing

make sense to make an immediate start and to accomplish as much as possible prior to the transfer of the collections to the new building. Students and Faculty alike will have to
exercise much patience during the next five years until a completely recatalogued library in a modern new building will be

will be,

it

does

theirs to enjoy.

THE CAPITAL CAMPAIGN AND THE
ADVANCE OF THE COLLEGE
Other planned developments will be undertaken in the near
future.

A

new gymnasium

containing a

modern

basketball court
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with seats for

hundred persons,

fifteen

visiting

team rooms, show-

and lockers capable of serving the entire student body, squash
courts, and office space will, together with a renovated Sargent
Gymnasium, provide indoor athletic facilities to match our spleners

did outdoor athletic

A

facilities.

laboratory for oral

and experience
presentation of ideas so important for every man.
cations will enhance that training

communi-

in the

A

spoken

computing

Bowdoin undergraduates to electronic data
processing and computation, which is more and more essential to
research and business in every area. New scholarship endowment

center will introduce

funds will be established.

The

current ten million dollar

Bowdoin Capital Campaign

is

the basis of support for all of these important and exciting pro-

grams outlined

in this report.

More than

four million dollars has

already been given or promised, and during the latter half of 1963

every alumnus will be asked for a major capital gift in accordance

with his means. Most encouraging has been the outstandingly
generous support by members of the Governing Boards and by
other

Bowdoin men

close

derstand and appreciate

To

to the

Bowdoin Program

to un-

it.

reach the ten million dollar goal will require individual con-

tributions
year.

enough

beyond the average alumnus'

The Campaign

ability to give in a single

accordingly anticipates giits with payment

extending over three years. Yet for a number of reasons the active
solicitation of this capital support

half year.
dicate to

cannot extend beyond another

Thus each contributor must be ready and willing to inthe Capital Campaign Committee his intentions for giv-

ing during the entire three year period.

Concern and concentration of
quired of each

member

We

these advances.
tunity.

Through

can reassert

its

arts colleges.

of the

effort

has been and will be

Bowdoin College family

re-

to effectuate

have an acknowledged outstanding oppor-

active support

by every Bowdoin

position of leadership

among

man Bowdoin

the ablest of liberal
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DE MORTUIS
Harold Lee Berry, A.M., of the Class of 1901, Overseer of the
College from 1921 to 1937, and Trustee from 1937 until his
election as Trustee Emeritus in I960, following a year of service

home

Falmouth
Foreside on August 17, 1962. More than any other one man
responsible for the establishment and development of the Alumni
Fund, he also held a unique position as a campus "builder," serving on the committees charged with the planning and completion
as Vice-President of the Board, died at his

of every

He was

new
an

in

structure over a period of almost thirty-five years.

able, generous, tireless,

and

utterly devoted

worker for

two Presidents.
Born in Portland, August 26, 1877, he was for more than sixty
years a manufacturer, banker, business man, and civic leader in
that city. He was a member of Psi Upsilon.

the College and a sound and friendly counselor to

John William

Frost, LL.D., of the Class of

1904,

member

of the

Board of Overseers since 1929, and President of the Board from
1949 to 1953, died at his home in New York City on January 19,
1963. Born in Topsham, January 4, 1885, he maintained a sum-

mer home

A

Lawrence University, he
was for many years associated with an investment banking firm
in New York, living in Pleasantville and serving that community
for a decade as its Mayor. He served with distinction as an Army
Officer in World War I. A member of Alpha Delta Phi, he was at
one time Chairman of its international Executive Council. His
there.

law graduate of

St.

three sons are all graduates of the College.

Harrison King McCann, A.M., of the Class of 1902, Overseer
Emeritus since his retirement from active Board membership,
died suddenly, with his wife, in an automobile accident at

Old

New

York, on December 21, 1962. He had been
made an Overseer in 1923 and was Vice-President of the Board
from 1949 to 1953. He was born in Westbrook, November 4,
Westbury,

1880, but went to

New York

tering the advertising business.

immediately after graduation, en-

At

the time of his death he was

Honorary Chairman of the Board of McCann-Erickson,

Inc.,

one

BOWDOIN COLLEGE
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He was

of the largest agencies in the world.

worker and benefactor of the College, and of

and

active

his fraternity,

Theta

a loyal

Delta Chi.
Stanley Fuller Dole, A.B., of the Class of 1913, Overseer of the

College since 1951, and for

many

years a church

in his adopted state of Michigan, died at his

1890, he had a distinguished career in the

1921,

and

when he began 34

Pacific

civic leader

summer home

Born

den, Michigan, on October 4, 1962.

and

at Al-

in Portland, July 9,

Navy from 1917

to

years of service with the Great Atlantic

Tea Company. Retiring

was
alumni

in 1955, he

Vice-President of Olivet College. Active in

for three years
affairs,

he had

been President of the Bowdoin Club of Detroit, of the Alumni
Council, and of the

Alumni

Theta Delta Chi. His son

is

Association.

a

Bowdoin

He was

a

member

of

graduate.

Walter Moritz Solmitz, A.M., Associate Professor of Philosophy
and a member of the Faculty since 1946, died at his Brunswick
home on August 23, 1962. Born in Braunschweig, Germany, January 19, 1905, Professor Solmitz studied at the Universities of

Hamburg, and taught and conducted research at Hamburg, in London, and, coming to the United States in
1941, at Harvard, where he received his A.M. degree in 1943. He
came to Bowdoin in 1946, and had taught both German and
Philosophy. He was a high-minded, conscientious scholar and
Heidelberg, Berlin, and

teacher.

His son, David,

is

a

member

of the Class of 1965.

Commander Gerald Peter Corrigan, who had
following his Navy retirement been a member of

Lieutenant

two years

Class of 1962, died

on June

10, 1962.

He was awarded his

posthumously. Born February 12, 1917, in

had been a student

at the University of

St.

for

the

degree

Paul, Minnesota, he

Minnesota for two

years.

FACULTY
During the academic year, Rex Warner, English novelist, poet,
and classicist, served as Visiting Professor in Classical History and
Literature on the Tallman Foundation.
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The following members of the Faculty were on
the year: George Hunnewell Quinby, M.F.A., of

leave during

the Class of

1923, Professor of Dramatics in the Department of English, as
a Fulbright Lecturer in Iran; Norman Leslie Munn, Ph.D., Sc.D.,
Professor of Psychology, as Visiting Professor of Psychology at

William Boiling Whiteside, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History and Director of the
Senior Center, for research in anticipation of a book on American cultural history; and William Davis Shipman, Ph.D., As-

the University of Adelaide in Australia;

sistant Professor of

Economics,

who

has held a Brookings Institu-

Nathan Dane II, Ph.D., of the Class
of 1937, Professor of Classics, was on leave during the fall semester. During the spring semester, two members were on leave:
Fritz Carl August Koelln, Ph.D., George Taylor Files Professor
of Modern Languages; and William Campbell Root, Ph.D.,
Charles Weston Pickard Professor of Chemistry. David Bradstreet Walker, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Government, was
tion Research Professorship.

granted leave for the second semester and the next academic year,

Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Relations, of the United States Senate Committee on Government Operations.
to serve as Staff Director of the

In June, 1962, the following promotions were made: to Professor,

James Allen

Storer,

Pols, Ph.D., in Philosophy; to Associate Professor,

Greason,

Jr.,

Edward
Arthur LeRoy

Ph.D., in Economics; and

Ph.D., in English; Robert

Kingdon Beckwith,

M.S.,

and William Davidson Geoghegan, Ph.D., in Religion;
to Assistant Professor, Robert Jens Toft, Ph.D., in Biology;
Charles Robert Petrie, Jr., Ph.D., in English; Lloyd Dodge Fer-

in Music;

nald, Jr., Ph.D., in Psychology;

and Eugene Canfield Royster,

Ph.D., in Sociology.

Joining the Faculty in the fall of 1962 were the following:

Asher Moore, Ph.D., Visiting Professor of Philosophy, for the
fall

semester; Gerald

Kamber, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Ro-

mance Languages; Joe Robert Dickerson, B.B.A., Captain, U.S.A.,
Assistant Professor of Military Science; Alfred

Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology;

Herman

Fuchs,

Dana Walker Mayo,
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Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry; Richard Sherman Fleming, A.B.,

Major, U.S.A., Assistant Professor of Military Science;

John McKee, A.B.,

Instructor in

Romance Languages; Daniel

Gillmore Calder, A.M., of the Class of I960, Instructor in English

and Acting Director of Dramatics, during the absence of Professor
Quinby; Jonathan Darby Lubin, A.M., Instructor in Mathematics;
Daniel Roberts Brower, Jr., A.M., Instructor in History; Clarence
Paul Ryan, A.M., Instructor in Classics; Peter Lysenko, A.M., Instructor in Russian; Daniel J. Sterling, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics; Harutune Hovanes Mikaelian, B.S., Instructor in Psy-

chology;

Edmund Dennis

Taylor, A.M., Instructor in English;

David Anthony Roberts, A.M., Instructor in English; Thomas
Browne Cornell, A.B., Instructor in Art; and Ray Stuart Bicknell,
M.S., Coach of Basketball, and Assistant Coach of Football.
Joining the Faculty for the spring semester were: Peter Irwin

Brown, A.M., Instructor in Philosophy; and Lawrence Parkus,
A.B., Instructor in Government, to serve during the absence of
Professor Walker.
The following have been granted sabbatic leave during the
year 1963-64: Ernst Christian Helmreich, Ph.D.,

Thomas

Brack-

Reed Professor of History and Political Science; and Philip
Meader Brown, Ph.D., Professor of Economics. Nathaniel Cooper Kendrick, Ph.D., Dean of the College, and Frank Munsey
Professor of History, will be on sabbatic leave during the second semester.
ed:

On

leave without stipend during 1963-64 will be: Reinhard

Lunde Korgen, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics, to serve as Associate Program Director of the Undergraduate Science Education Program, in the Division of Scientific Personnel and Education of the National Science Foundation;

Ph.D., Professor of Physics,

who

Myron Alton

will be Associate

Jeppesen,

Program Di-

Graduate Program, Fellowships Section, Division of
Personnel and Education of the National Science Foun-

rector of the
Scientific

dation; Paul

Vernon Hazelton, Ed.M.,

of the Class of 1942, As-

sociate Professor of Education, for study

and research

in

England;

and Charles Ellsworth Huntington, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of
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from the Guggenheim Foundation, for rethe Edward Grey Institute of Field Ornithology, Ox-

Biology, under a grant
search at

England.

ford,

William Campbell Root, Ph.D., Charles Weston Pickard Professor of Chemistry, will be on leave of absence during the
spring semester.

The following members

of the Faculty have resigned, effective

at the

end of the current year: Norman

Sc.D.,

Professor of Psychology;

Leslie

Munn,

Ph.D.,

Giulio Pontecorvo, Ph.D., As-

Economics; Robert Jens Toft, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Biology; Charles Robert Petrie, Jr., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of

sistant Professor of

Speech in the Department of English; Richard

Hathaway, A.M., Instructor in History; Andrew John
Von Hendy, A.M., Instructor in English; Barton Robert Friedman, A.M., Instructor in English; Daniel Roberts Brower, Jr.,
A.M., Instructor in History; Peter Lysenko, A.M., Instructor in
Russian; Edmund Dennis Taylor, A.M., Instructor in English;
and David Anthony Roberts, A.M., Instructor in English.
In July, 1962, James Wilson, A.M., resigned as Instructor in
Government and Director of the Bureau for Research in Municipal
Government to accept an appointment at the University of Pittsburgh's Graduate School of Public and International Affairs.
Robert Eugene Donham, M.S. in P.E., resigned as Coach of Basketball on September 1, 1962.
Edward Anthony Ryan, B.S., Colonel, U.S.A., Professor of Mili-

Oliver

1959, leaves during the summer of 1963 for
has been a fine representative of the Army and an

tary Science since

new

duties.

He

and cooperative member of the Faculty. He and his family
will be missed in Brunswick, where they have made many friends
and have been active in community affairs.
able

RETIREMENT
Edward Sanford Hammond, Ph.D., Wing Professor of Mathematics, and a member of the Faculty since 1921, retires in June.
He was Chairman of the Department of Mathematics from 1926

BOWDOIN COLLEGE
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and served as the
College from 1935 to 1948.
to 1961,

Professor

Hammond

first

Director of Admissions for the

has rendered distinguished and invalu-

able service during his forty-two years as a

Of foremost importance

member

of the Faculty.

to the College has been his outstanding

teaching and his leadership in keeping instruction in mathematics
abreast of the newest developments.
as

He

will be missed greatly

an active colleague.
Respectfully submitted,

James Stacy Coles
June

4,

1963

.
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APPENDIX A
Faculty and Staff Publications, 1962-63

Assistant Professor George D. Bearce,

Jr.

"Indian Painting under the British Raj, 1757-1857," in Painting in British India, 1757-1857.

Bowdoin College Museum of

Art, 1963.

"The Culture of Eighteenth Century

India:

Indian Historical Records Commission.

A

Reappraisal," in

Proceedings.

(New

Delhi, 1962).

Reviews: India Wins Freedom:

An

Autobiographical Narra-

by Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, American Historical Review (1961); The White Rajahs: A History of Sarawak from
tive,

1946, by Steven Runciman, American Historical Re-

1841

to

view

(1961); Survey of

India's Social Life

and Economic

Condition in the Eighteenth Century (1707-1813), by Kalikinkar Datta, American Historical Review (1963).

Professor Herbert R.

Brown

Coeditor of "Checklist of Articles on American Literature Ap-

pearing in Current Periodicals," American Literature (1962-

63).

Managing
Mr.

Editor of

Kenneth

New

England Quarterly (1962-63)

Carpenter
Review: Written on Bamboo and
E.

Beginnings of Chinese Books and Inscriptions, by Tsuen-Hsuin Tsien, College &
Research Libraries (1963).

Professor

Warren

B.

Catlin

The Progress of Economics:
Bookman Associates, 1962.
Professor

Dan

E.

Silk; the

A

History of Economic Thought.

Christie

Review: Analytical Elements of Mechanics. Vol. 2, Dynamics,
by Thomas R. Kane, American Mathematical Monthly ( 1962).

.

.
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President James
Living from the

S.

Coles

Neck Up. An Address Delivered

to

The Maine

Chapter of the American Society of Chartered Life Underwriters,

Waterville, Maine,

November

15, 1961. Waterville, 1962.

Mr. Leroy D. Cross
"Mountaineering Fiction," Appalachia (1962).

Professor Paul G. Darling
"Inventory Fluctuations, Price Level Changes, and Economic

Growth," a report prepared for a task force of economists and
business executives in connection with study of Inventory Fluc-

and Economic Stabilization by the Joint Economic
Committee of the U. S. Congress. U. S. Government Printing
tuations

Office,

1962.

Assistant Professor

L.

Dodge Fernald, Jr.

Manual (Form B)
Houghton Mifflin, 1962.

Instructor's
ed.

to

Accompany "Psychology." 4th

Our Solar System: I, II, and ///, with Anthony Graziano. Programmed Learning Materials. Devereux Foundation, 1962.
Manual (Form B) to Accompany "Introduction
Psychology." 4th ed. Houghton Mifflin, 1963.

Instructor's

to

"Discrimination in Diffuse Brain Damage," with others, American Journal of Mental Deficiency

Professor Lawrence

How Thinking is

S.

(

1962 )

Hall

Written. Heath, 1963.

"Portrait of a Lady,"

Down

East Magazine

(

1963 )

Mr. Richard B. Harwell

A

A

Sketch of Henry Lea Graves, with
Excerpts from the Graves Family Correspondence, 1861-1865.

Confederate Marine:

Confederate Publishing Company, 1963.
Introduction for
Clift,

The

Private

Kentucky Historical

War of Lizzie Hardin,

Society, 1963.

by G. Glenn

.
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or,
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Bugles Blow So Red:

New

England Quarterly

(1962).

"A

Passage to Burma," Bulletin of the Maine Library Associa-

tion

(1962).

"How

to

Find a Lost Cause," Friends of Milner Library [of

Illinois State

Normal

University]

(1963).

"The One-Hundred Dollar Understanding," with Stevens
Hilyard, Library Journal

(

1963 )

Editor of Colorado Volunteers in
ley,

W.

New

Mexico, 1862. Donnel-

1962.

Editor College

&

Research Libraries (1962 through January

1963).
Reviews:

A

Campaign from Santa Fe

to the Mississippi,

by

Theophilus Noel, Louis ana History (1962); Titles from Coulter's Travel in the Confederate States and Clark's Travels in

Old South (on microcard), Library Resources and Technical Services ( 1962) General Leonidas Polk, C.S.A., the Fighting Bishop, by Joseph H. Parks, Chicago Sunday Tribune Magazine of Books (1962); I, Varina, by Ruth Painter Randall,
ibid. (1962); Ladies of Richmond, by Katharine M. Jones,
ibid. (1962); Man of the Monitor, by Jean Lee Latham, ibid.
(1962); Rebel Spurs, by Andre Norton, ibid. (1962); The
River and the Wilderness, by Don Robertson, ibid. (1962);
This Hallowed Ground, by Bruce Caton; Civil War Weapons,
by C. B. Colby; Jeb Stuart, by Lenayde Grummond and Lynn

the

;

de

W.

Grummond

Delaune; Phantom of the Blockade, by Stephen
Meader; Action Front/ by Gordon D. Shirreffs [combined

(1962); Transport to Disaster, by James W.
Elliott, ibid. (1962); Travels in the New South, edited by
Thomas D. Clark, ibid. (1962); A Diary of Battles: The Personal Journals of Colonel Charles S. Wainwright, 1861-1865,
edited by Allan Nevins, ibid. (1963); The Diary of Dolly
Lunt Burge, edited by James I. Robertson, Alabama Review
(1963); An End to Bugling, by Edmund G. Love, Chicago
review], ibid.

.

.

.
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Sunday Tribune Magazine of Books (1963); Patriotic Gore:
Studies in the Literature of the American Civil War, by Ed-

mund

War

Wilson, Civil

History (1963).

Professor Ernst C. Helmreich
Article

on "Austria"

in

The Americana Annual, 1963.

Revision and extension of article on "Imperialism" in Collier's
Encyclopedia, 1963.

Reviews: Independent Eastern Europe:

Macartney and A.

W.

A

History, by C. A.

Palmer, American Historical Review

1962); Kaiser Karl und der Untergang der Donaumonarchie,
by Reinhold Lorenz, Journal of Central European Affairs
(1962); The Transformation of Austrian Socialism, by Kurt
L. Shell, Annals of the American Academy of Political and
(

(1962); The Unexpected Revolution: Social
Forces in the Hungarian Uprising, by Paul Kecskemti, ibid.
(1962); East Central Europe and the World: Developments
in the Post-Stalin Era, edited by Stephen D. Kertesz and The
Soviet Bloc: Unity and Conflict, by Zbingnieu K. Brzezinski,
Political Science Quarterly (1963); Die Rbmische Kurie und
der Westfalische Friede. Vol. I, Papst, Kaiser und Reich 1521Social Science

1644, Part

I,

by Konrad Repgen, Catholic Historical Review

(1963); Rumania at the Paris Peace Conference: A Study of
the Diplomacy of loan I. C. Bratianu, by Sherman D. Spector,

Bowdoin Alumnus

(

1963 )

Mr. Stevens W. Hilyard
"The One-Hundred Dollar Understanding," with Richard
Harwell, Library Journal

Professor Cecil

T.

(

B.

1963 )

Holmes

"To Encourage Research in the Small College," American
Mathematical Monthly ( 1963 )

Assistant Professor Arthur M. Hussey II

The Geology

York County, Maine. Maine GeoGeologic Studies Series, No. 4. 1962.

of Southern

logical Survey, Special

.

.
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Professor Myron A. Jeppesen
from Gold Films

"Photoelectric Emittance

as a Function of

Film Thickness," Journal of the Optical Society of America
(1962).

Professor Edward

C.

Kirkland

The Gospel

Wealth and Other Timely Essays, by
Andrew Carnegie. Belknap Press of Harvard University Press,
Editor of

of

1962.

Professor Reinhard

L.

Korgen

"Philosophical Problems of Cybernetics," Institute of Contem-

porary Russian Studies, Medical Reports (1962).

Assistant Professor Elroy O. LaCasce,

Jr.

"Frequency Dependence of Acoustic Fluctuations in a Ran-

domly Inhomogeneous Medium," with

others, Journal of

Ap-

plied Physics (1962).

Professor Charles H. Livingston
"Ancien francais richous," Romania
Articles

on medieval authors and

naire des lettres frangaises, Vol. I

Mr.

Glenn

"How
versity

R.

(

1963 )

works in the Diction(Le moyen-age). Paris, 1963.
literary

McIntire

Help Students Pay College
Business ( 1962 )

to

"Thirty Fascinating Years,"

and Uni-

Bowdoin Alumnus (1962).

Associate Professor James M.
References Dealing with

Costs," College

Moulton

Animal

Acoustics,

Particularly

of

Marine Forms. Second compilation with an addendum. Mimeographed for private distribution, 1962.
Translation from the Russian of "Sounds of Black Sea Crabs,"

by V. R. Protasov and

Mimeographed

E.

V. Romanenko, Priroda (1962).

for private distribution, 1963.
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"Intertidal Clustering of

an Australian Gastropod," Biological

Bulletin (1962).

"Marine Animal Sounds of the Queensland Coast," American
Zoologist (1962).

Comments on Fishery Oceanography, edited by
W. M. Chapman for the working party on Fishery OceanogContribution to

Committee on Oceanic Research of the
International Council of Scientific Unions (SCOR). Vol. 2.

raphy of the

Scientific

1962.

Mr.

Walter

H.

Moulton

"Enigma: The College Admissions

Officer,"

Bowdoin Alumnus

(1963).

Professor

Norman L. Munn

Editor of Psychological

Professor William

C.

Monographs (1962-63).

Root

"Five Copper Axes from Michigan," in Lake Superior Copper

and the Indians, edited by James Bennett
Michigan Press, 1961.

Griffin. University of

"Metal Articles from Mayapan," in Mayapan, Yucatan, Mexico,
Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1962.

Mr. Marvin

An

S.

Introductory Essay in Leonard Baskin

Iliad,

—Drawings

for the

Exhibition Catalogue for the Art Institute of Chicago,

Philadelphia
Art,

Sadik

Museum

of Art, Portland (Oregon)

and the Minneapolis

Museum

of

Institute of Arts, 1962-63.

Assistant Professor William D. Shipman

An

Inquiry into the

Wesleyan University

High Cost
Press,

of Electricity in

New

England.

New

England

1962.

Professor James A. Storer

A

Study of Textile Mill Closings in Selected

.
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Communities, with others. U.
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Department of Commerce,

1963.

Maine Business Indicators, published monthly by the
Center for Economic Research.

Editor of

Assistant Professor Robert

A A AS

Abstract of talk at

J.

Toft

meeting, December 30, 1962, on

"Bone Resorption after Tenotomy and Fluoride Treatment
Rabbits," American Zoologist (1962).

Professor Thomas

C.

in

Van Cleve

"The Crusade of Frederick II,"
Vol. II, edited by Kenneth M.

in

A

History of the Crusades,

Setton. University of Pennsyl-

vania Press, 1962.

"The

edited by

Kenneth M.

A

History of the Crusades, Vol. II,
Setton. University of Pennsylvania Press,

Fifth Crusade," in

1962.

Reviews: Crusade,

Commerce and

Culture, by Aziz

S.

Atiya,

American Historical Review (1962); The Crusade: Historiography and Bibliography, by Aziz S. Atiya, American Historical Review ( 1962) The Papal State in the Thirteenth Century,
by D. Waley, American Historical Review ( 1962)
;

Assistant Professor David
"The

Walker

B.

Presidential Politics of the Franco- Americans," Canadian

Journal of Economics and Political Science (1962).

Professor Rex

Warner

Pericles the Athenian. Atlantic

Translator of

The Confessions

Monthly

of

St.

Press, 1963.

Augustine.

New American

Library, 1963.

Mr. Philip
"Stars

S.

Wilder

on Their Shoulders," Bowdoin Alumnus (1963).

24
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APPENDIX B
RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE
Fall Semester
Congregational

202

Catholic

165

Universalist

8

Episcopal

109

Greek Orthodox

5

Jewish
Presbyterian

Methodist

90
66

Baptist

53
31

Unitarian

30

Lutheran

11

4

Christian Science
Society of Friends

Other

No Preference
Total

....

4
8
21

807

REPORT OF THE DEAN
To
I

the President of

Bowdoin College:

have the honor to submit the following report for the academic

year 1962-63:

Although

my

report this year follows the usual form, there

an important difference. For the

first

in operation at the College: the

Dean

is

now two Deans
College and the Dean

time there are
of the

The latter office was created last year and Associate
Professor A. LeRoy Greason, Jr., was appointed to fill it. Professor
Greason has been a member of the English Department for some
of Students.

years

and has served

course in that subject.

dents

on a regular

as director of the introductory

He

took over his

duties as

Dean

of Stu-

term but has
director of the freshman English

basis at the

continued to serve also as

new

freshman

beginning of the

fall

course and has carried on his teaching in that

field.

Professor

Greason has had a considerable amount of experience in counseling and administration in work done previously at Wesley an, of
which college he is a graduate, and at Harvard as well as at Bowdoin where he has served as a fraternity adviser, a

member

of

many

committees, and in other related capacities.

There has not been a completely explicit delimitation of the
functions of the two Deans. In various areas they have worked in
cooperation rather than with rigid separation of duties. In general,
however, the Dean of Students has borne the major burden in such
fields as disciplinary cases, fraternity problems, relations with the
student governing bodies, and student life in general. In matters
dealing with the curriculum and the academic progress of individual students, the Deans' activities have been conducted on the basis of each supplementing the work of the other rather than by the
establishment of rigid distinctions. This has been
essary because during the past year the College

all

the

more

nec-

Counseling Office

has not been operating under a Director of Student Counseling as
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has been true for several years past.

The

question of the reestab-

lishment of this Office has not yet been definitely answered.

would like to express my sincere appreciation for the pleasant
and easy manner in which this transition in the Dean's Office
seems to have been accomplished. A little later I would like to
elaborate on some of the aspects of Dean Greason's work this year
and to express my thanks for his services and assistance. In terms
of the statistics, the general character of the student body, and the
general program of the College, there is nothing very novel to report. Most of the thought and effort has been directed toward the
changes which will become effective in the not very distant future.
The planning for the Senior Center its curriculum and its program and its staffing and the beginnings of the actual construction of the Center no doubt tend to distract some attention from
I

—

—

the College in existence today, but

it is

important that the College

today pay careful attention to the College of tomorrow.
tor of the Senior Center, Professor Whiteside,

mittees are

now and

The

Direc-

and numerous com-

will be next year busily occupied with plan-

ning the program and particularly the seminar courses which will
be a distinctive feature of the Senior year.

The development

of

these courses will be carried out with regard to the present depart-

mental structure of the college faculty but

at the

same time with a

deliberate effort to ensure that the departmental lines will not be
constricting or unduly formalized.

The expected opening

of the Senior Center in September of

1964 involves the admission of an entering class of from 30 to 40
more than the size of recent freshman classes, that is a number between 240 and 250. When four such classes have been admitted,
the College is expected to total about 925 students. Different techniques of teaching might make it possible with the existing course
structure for the number of the teaching faculty to be held at about
the same figure as at the present time. However, the provision that
one-quarter of each senior's program will be composed of courses
which are open only to seniors and which will be restricted in
number to about 15 men means that there will be an added need
for teaching resources beyond that which would be suggested
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simply by the greater numbers in the College. In addition, since

new

these seminar courses are

they can be worked

up

courses,

it

cannot be expected that

ance for the time and effort which the faculty
to devote to their preparation in

courses. In consequence, all

become

making allowmembers will have

in effective fashion without

departments and faculty members have

quite conscious of this

problem and are engaged

men who may

for the relieving of time for the

the provision of additional

advance of the offering of the

men

to

meet

this

in plans

be involved, or for

problem without

caus-

work and consequently a diminution of the

ing an overburden of

effectiveness of the present teaching staff.

In

some departments experiments have been

in progress to de-

termine the practicality of maintaining effective teaching without
the addition of teaching loads in terms of teaching hours, but

development and expansion of the College will

clear that the
sult in

an appreciably larger Faculty

light of the great

the country,
is,

in terms of

re-

numbers. In the

expansion of colleges and universities throughout

has become very apparent that staffing of the faculty

it

as in fact

it is

always has been, a primary consideration. Salary

it

scales, policies

enter into this

on promotion and tenure, conditions of work, all
and into the competition which is extremely keen.

Bowdoin must constantly keep
quality of the Faculty

is

all

these factors in

to be maintained at

its

mind

the

if

traditional high

level.
It is

rate of
tors

also true that

we may

continue to expect a relatively high

change in the Faculty. As

pointed out

last year,

many

make the Faculty a highly mobile group.
number of faculty positions must be looked upon

combine

siderable

I

to

A

fac-

con-

as tem-

porary in nature, but this

is

holders of such positions.

A balance must be kept between men on

tenure and those

who

not necessarily disadvantageous to the

become a
closed corporation, entry into which on the part of young and
promising men would be difficult and extremely limited. We will
always have to lose good men while certainly keeping it as our
aim to retain the best men, if possible.

A

are not, unless the Faculty

is

to

continuing cause of constant change within the Faculty

is

the
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increasing frequency of opportunities, desirable to the

men

them-

and also for the College, to take temporary positions, on
leave from the College, with the government, with foundations,
or with other institutions. These opportunities enhance qualifications of the faculty members and consequently enrich the intellectual resources of the College, but they do present problems in the
maintenance of the continuity of department and major programs
and the planning of courses for the undergraduates. They also increase the difficulties of solving such problems as those of effective
guidance and counseling programs for the undergraduates carried
on by the teaching members of the Faculty. This has been very evident in the last few years in connection with the fraternity advisers.
In addition to normal sabbatical leaves and the changes due to
the turnover character of some teaching positions, chiefly in the
elementary courses, there have been two retirements, and at least
five members of long standing on the Faculty will be on temporary
leave for various reasons. Another factor is that several members
of the Faculty will be doing conventional teaching only on a halfselves

time basis while devoting the other half of their time to research
projects or administrative work. It should not be so surprising,
therefore, as

it

seems to be to some that the opening of the College

in the fall will bring a large

a corresponding loss of old,
nent. Incidentally,

it is

dent body, short as
fully observes these

is

new faces and talents and
which may be temporary or perma-

number

of

very interesting and impressive that the stu-

the undergraduate

life

of any

member,

care-

changes and obviously develops within a com-

paratively short time close connections and valued associations

with the ever changing faculty personnel.

Not

infrequently the

many

of which

are inevitable in terms of the interests of the faculty

members

College

is

criticized severely for faculty changes,

themselves as well as of the College.

The
edly,

cently

general complexion of the College has not changed mark-

with the geographical distribution

and the academic

much

the

same

qualifications likewise quite similar.

the transition to a substantially larger

be some developments in this

field.

as re-

With

Freshman Class there may

The Admissions

Office will be
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strengthened by the addition of another man, and
that greater attention

may be

it

is

possible

given to some areas, notably the

Middle West, which have had necessarily somewhat limited attention in the past. This is partly a matter of policy and partly a matter of practical considerations.

In this connection, Bowdoin's entry

Program

into the National Merit Scholarship

has had

initial results

which appear

to be

in a

more

direct

way

promising and produc-

tive.

In some respects the academic accomplishment of the College
has never been so satisfactory.

The number

of students in academic

reported at the successive warning periods, has been

difficulties, as

lower than at any time in

my

recollection.

On

in spite of the very sizable proportion of the

Class going

on

to graduate work, the

the other hand, and

men

number

of the Senior

of highly distin-

guished individual students has not risen proportionately with the
rise in

the academic level of the Class as a whole, as measured by

the conventional statistical information available. According to

measure by acceptances already assured to graduate schools, about 65 percent of the graduating group will go on to further study either before or following
stated intentions, supported in large

we add

number intending to go into
teaching immediately, the percentage would rise to about 70 percent. The largest single group is going on to study in some branch

military service. If

of liberal arts

and

to this the

sciences and, this year, the next largest

apparently intends to go to law school.

A

number

of

group

men have

not expressed their intentions as to what they will do after military
service,

but experience shows that a good

pecially since

most of them serve

as

many

of these men, es-

commissioned

officers, later de-

termine to continue their education in some fashion or other.

While the number of men winning some of the most competitive
of the graduate awards open to undergraduates has been smaller
than we would like, a great many of the men going on to graduate
work have won awards which make the continuation of their
studies possible, and it is my opinion that Bowdoin graduates have
good success in getting into those institutions for which their undergraduate records make them reasonable applicants.
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During the

though not during the spring term, an
unusually large number of men dropped out of College voluntarily
for reasons such as lack of interest and dissatisfaction with the
quality of the work they were doing. This has been a fairly common phenomenon in colleges like Bowdoin in the last few years
fall semester,

and has been somewhat related to the smaller number of men
dropped by action of the College because of deficiency in scholarship. In recent years the tendency has been for college officers to
accept these withdrawals quite readily and in many instances to encourage them, and experience has shown that leaving college for a
year or two has been a wise course for many of these men who,
when allowed to return, as is the usual case at Bowdoin, have demonstrated greater sense of purpose and attained greater success.

When both of these factors are considered, that is separation by the
College and voluntary withdrawal on the part of the individuals,

makeup is and has been in
recent years a very stable community. A good many men drop out,
but the great majority of them seek to return at a later date.

the fact remains that the College in

its

Student activities during the year have been in a reasonably
healthy condition. In athletics several of the teams have had outstanding success, and prospects for next year are brightened by
the promise of several of the freshman teams.

The

students appear

to be accepting the idea of the Senior Center with increasing curiosity

and

interest,

but in the interval of waiting have shown a

and

dis-

Chapel has been the subject of
controversy throughout the year, and the effect of the Senior Center upon the fraternity system and structure has also been a matter

position to be critical

of lively discussion.
of

Dean Greason,

The

restive.

fraternities,

with the advice and assistance

are engaged in formulating plans

which will

guide them and ensure their stability during the period of transition

when

the seniors are partially detached

but the eventual

size of the

has repercussions in the

fraternities

College has not yet been attained. This

field

ly is closely related to the

from the

of financial solvency and consequent-

question of assuring delegations adequate

in size for the various houses to enable

them

to maintain a sound

financial position. It also involves the matter of subsidies

which the
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College has promised where needed to tide the fraternities over the
period

when

membership may be

their active

relatively low.

There has also been active discussion throughout the year of the
imperfections of the orientation programs which have replaced
the old forms of hazing,

and

at the conclusion of the year the stu-

may

well bring

some undesirable

vestiges of

dent governing body adopted a program which
real progress in the elimination of

hazing which have persisted in recent years.
the

members of

his Student Life

Dean Greason and

Committee have devoted a great

and energy to this area.
Discriminatory clauses and unwritten forms of pressure in this
field seem to have been almost entirely eliminated as a cause of
friction with the national fraternities at Bowdoin. In accordance
with the vote of the Boards last June, the letter sent by the President to the different fraternities on this subject resulted in responses which were uniformly satisfactory and clear. The College

deal of time

continues to ask for annual statements about fraternity policy in
this

regard from each of the local chapters, but

clear that they are essentially free to
policies

it

appears to be

determine their

own

local

without pressure from their national organizations. This

matter receives the continuing attention of the College.

Although this report is written by me, it deals with matters
which have concerned Dean Greason as much as myself, and I
wish again to express
cisely in

pecially

my

my

thanks to him for his efforts

—not

pre-

behalf but of great comfort and assistance to me,

between the hours of

11

es-

p.m. and 3 a.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Nathaniel

C.

Kendrick, Dean

of the College
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APPENDIX
Enrollment

/.

31
Students enrolled September, 1962
Students

who completed their work February, 1963

1

807
4

Students dropped for academic deficiencies
February, 1963

8

Students leaving for other reasons between

September, 1962 and February, 1963
Students enrolled February 6, 1963

22

777

Students readmitted February, 1963

3

New student admitted February,

1

//.

1963

Geographical Distribution
Entered September

Massachusetts

Maine
New York
.

.

.

Connecticut

.

.

.

New Jersey
Pennsylvania

.

California

.

.

New Hampshire
Rhode Island

.

Virginia

.

.

Delaware

.

.

1962

81

Ohio

%

Tennessee

22
17

.

.

.

Vermont
Washington
.

9

Wyoming

7

Netherlands

4
4
4

Argentina

.

Canada

.

.

.

3

Denmark
Germany

.

2

Greece

.

.

.

.

.

.

2

Indonesia

.

Colorado

.

.

1

Kenya

.

.

.

.

Illinois

Florida

.

.

.

1

Nigeria

Indiana

.

.

,

1

South Africa

.

.

1

Sweden

Maryland
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri

*Of

these,

.

.

.

1

Switzerland

.

.

1

Total

.

.

1

212 were Freshmen.

.

236

4

4
2
84
84
2
8
26
2 4

..
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Enrollment in Courses, 1962-1963

q>

li

(to

4

Art 1,2.

.

.

71

46

Economics 200

Art 3,4.

.

.

18

22

Education

1,

31

25

Art 13, 14

.

.

16

19

Education

5,

22

19

Astronomy 1,2
Astronomy 41

51

38

English

1,

2

215

218

English

3,

216

216

Biology 1,2

92

English

6, 5

21

18

Biology 3

11

English

7,

9

14

English

9,

10

30

.

22

Biology 5,6

Biology 8
Biology

9,

1

.

23

10

Biology 12

.

Biology 15,16

3

Biology 300

5

Biology 301

Biology 302

86
23

10

8

English 13, 14

14

14

7

English 19, 20

32

30

23

English 21, 22

14

13

3

English 23, 24

18

English 25, 26

9
70

69

5

English 29, 30

6

5

3

English 31, 32

8

7

Chemistry 11, 12

87

76

English 200

Chemistry 25, 26

64

54

French

1,

Chemistry 31,32

11

11

French

3,

Chemistry 35,42

7

10

French 5,6

Chemistry 43, 44

7

3

French

7,

3

7

French

70

106

French

15,

Chemistry 51,52

14

Classics 18,
Classics

200

Economics

1,

Economics

3,

1

.

2

25

79
100

80
97

20

17

11, 12

5

5

16

25

17

French 200

1

133

Geology

1,

11

13

20

10

Geology

5,

2

German 1,
German 3,
German 7,
German 9, 10
German 13-14*
German 200

46

Government 1,2
Government 3,

66
24

.

28

Economics 7

.

10

Economics 10

39

Economics 11,12

29

18

Economics 14, 13
Economics 15

17

33

37

'Economics 16.

22

.Economics 17,20

26

course

28

138

Economics 6

* Double

2

55

4
44
54

44

32

6

10

6
1

.

25

64
24

6
2
8

4
2

1
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Government 5
Government 7
Government 11, 12
Government 13, 14
Government 15
Government 200
Greek 1, 2
Greek 5,6

15

14

Music 13, 14
Music 21, 22
Music 23, 24
Music 200

.

.

.

.

.

24
45

28
22

.

4

58
6
4

.

6

5

90
41

Philosophy 200
Physics 11,12

57

38
37
52

History 13, 14

33

40

Physics 33, 34

History 22, 21

31

38

Physics 35

2

8

Physics 41, 42

3

Physics 301, 301

.

History

1,

91

History

5,

32

History

7,

48

History

9,

10

History 11, 12

History 200, 200

Hygiene
1

4

.

.

7

3,

4

.

Latin

7,

8

.

Mathematics 9
Mathematics 11,
Mathematics 12
Mathematics 14
Mathematics 21, 22
Mathematics 29
Mathematics 31, 32
Mathematics 35
Mathematics 37, 38
Mathematics 42
Mathematics 43, 44
Mathematics 45, 46
Mathematics 200
Mathematics 300, 301

Philosophy 22
Philosophy 31, 32
Philosophy 33, 34

7

.

Philosophy 300, 301

1

63
26

Physics 23,24

Physics 30

16

.

10

.

1

1,

5

5

3,

9
22
148

30

Psychology 5,6
Psychology 7

17

16

Psychology

12

96

Psychology 200

47

Psychology 303

36

Religion 1,2
Religion

.

14

4

9

8

Russian

3

6

Russian

10

9
10

5,

6

.

7,

8

.

3

Sociology 1,2.

90

Sociology 4

.

23
20

Spanish 1,2
Spanish 3, 4

.

9
10

Spanish

5,

6

.

15

Spanish

7,

8

.

2

9,

10

.

1

1

Sociology

7,

1

Sociology

1 1

110

75

Mil. Sci. 31, 32

47
39

69
47
39

22

.

40
60

.

.

23

1

3,

1

Russian 1,2
Russian 3, 4

29
9

14

9,

10

75
18

10

174
67

.

Mil. Sci. 21, 22

.

61

Psychology

118

.

2

Psychology

Mil. Sci. 11,12

MiLSci.41,42
Music 1,2
Music 3, 4
Music 11, 12

Philosophy 11,12

2

10

.

Latin

.

4

Physics 200

90

Italian 3,

Latin

45

.

.

.

13

19
22

6

7

8

.

Sociology 200

Spanish
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Fraternity Membership, April,

IV.

Alpha Delta Phi
Alpha Rho Upsilon
BetaThetaPi

....

Chi Psi
Delta

...

Kappa Epsilon

Delta Sigma

54
53
69
56
68

1963

PsiUpsilon

52
65

Sigma Nu
Theta Delta Chi

59
61

Zeta Psi

79

Phi Delta Psi

Total

63
67

Kappa Sigma

V.

35

746

Fraternity Scholastic Standings for the

Award

of the Student Council

Cup

June, 1962

Alpha Rho Upsilon

2.634

Chi Psi

Phi Delta Psi

2.538

Delta

Delta Sigma

2.355

2.306

BetaThetaPi
Kappa Sigma

2.156

2.282

PsiUpsilon

2.058

Theta Delta Chi

Sigma Nu
Alpha Delta Phi

.

.

.

....
....

Zeta Psi

2.216

Kappa Epsilon

.

.

.

2.198
2.196

2.237

All-College Average

2.228

All- Fraternity

.

Average

.

.

2.286

.

.

2.268

February, 1963

Phi Delta Psi

Alpha Rho Upsilon
Sigma Nu
Theta Delta Chi
BetaThetaPi
Delta Sigma

.

.

.

....

Chi Psi

VI.

|

....

2.475

Alpha Delta Phi
Kappa Sigma

2.404

Delta Kappa Epsilon

2.323
2.305

Zeta Psi
PsiUpsilon

2.271

All-College Average

2.236

All-Fraternity

2.516

2.151

2.129
.

.

.

2.118
2.116
2.047

.

Average

.

.

2.268

.

.

2.246

Abraxas Cup Standing, February, 1963

1.

South Portland High School (Maine)

2.438

2.

Belmont High School (Massachusetts)

2.381

3.

Classical

High School ( Springfield, Mass. )
Hebron Academy (Maine)

2.250

4.
5.

Deerfield

Academy (Massachusetts)
Lexington High School (Massachusetts)

2.200
2.083

2.083
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VII.
June, 1962
Alpha RhoUpsilon

Peucinian

Cup
February, 1963

Phi Delta Psi

2.380

Delta Sigma

2.198

Sigma Nu
Alpha Rho Upsilon
Delta Sigma

2.170

Phi Delta Psi

2.283

ZetaPsi

2.157
2.122

BetaThetaPi
Kappa Sigma

2.236

BetaThetaPi
Kappa Sigma
Sigma Nu

2.097

Delta

2.069

Chi Psi
Theta Delta Chi
......
Alpha Delta Phi
ZetaPsi
PsiUpsilon
All-College Freshman
Average
All-Fraternity Freshman
Average

.

Alpha Delta Phi

.

.

....

PsiUpsilon
Theta Delta Chi
Delta Kappa Epsilon

2.522

2.042

....
.

.

Chi Psi

.

2.036
1.981
1.862

All-College Freshman

Average
All-Fraternity

2.141

Freshman

Average

2.124

VIII.

Biology

Chemistry
Classics

Economics
English

French

German
Government

.

.

2.444

.

2.400

2.098

Kappa Epsilon

.

.

2.092

.

2.083

2.026

....

1.944
1.835

1.833

2.132
2.132

Distribution of Majors
Class of

Art

2.477

2

12

8
3

27
14
5

4
24

1963
History

28

Latin

Mathematics
Music

2
.

.

.

.

.

.

12
2

Philosophy

3

Physics

6

Psychology
Sociology

17

7

REPORT OF THE COLLEGE PHYSICIAN
To

Bowdoin College:

the President of

This report of the Dudley Coe Memorial Infirmary covers the
period from

The
in

1

April 1962-1 April 1963.

use of Infirmary services by the student body has increased

almost every category, as shown in the

Even

as this report

is

statistics

being compiled (8

May

below.

1963), the Out-

patient Clinic load continues to run approximately forty-five stu-

dents per day. This

work load

indicates the

need for an increase in

the Infirmary Staff.

INFIRMARY STATISTICS
1962-1963

1958-1959

12,584

9,413

Inpatients

506

349

Immunizations

968

618

Laboratory procedures

654

X-rays

349

Physical examinations

231

Interviews on student problems

200

100

Health certificates

156

14

1,374

1,049

345

286

340

285

Dermatitis

235

93

"Bowdoinitis"

192

246

169

68

22

11

Outpatients

226

DISEASE PATTERN
Upper

respiratory infections

Enteritis

Infections

Elective

(eye, ear, nose,

mouth)

minor surgery

Major surgery (postoperative care)
Mononucleosis
Diabetes

....

....

19
5

38

BOWDOIN COLLEGE
INJURIES

Athletic

370

Miscellaneous

378
Respectfully submitted,

Daniel

F.

Hanley, M.D.,

College Physician

REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN
To

Bowdoin College:

the President of
I

have the honor to submit a report for the Bowdoin College

Library for the year 1962-63.

The

Library

is still

(and will be for several more years) in a

Changes now under way are preparatory to
better service through the building of a more adequate staff as
well as through enhanced collections, through a complete revision
of the card catalog of the Library, and through a new library
building. In a time of change there must be undoing as well as
doing. There must be inadequacies in service due to changes and
the preparation for them. Change itself is not progress, but the
state of transition.

changes that are being

Most

made

in the Library are signs of progress.

significant in the progress of the Library

has been the development of plans for a

The building
campus.

It

will

new

during this year
library building.

be located at the southwest corner of the

60,000 square feet of floor space to be
purposes and an additional 20,000 square feet

will include

devoted to library

designed for eventual conversion to library uses but to be

first

oc-

cupied by the administrative offices of the College. This, plus the
future use of the present stacks in

Hubbard

Hall, will give the

College Library a total book capacity of approximately 625,000

volumes.

The space

immediate occupancy by the Library should be
adequate for the predictable expansion of Bowdoin's book collecfor

tions for at least a decade. It will
faculty,

and

be

efficient

space for students,

library staff. Seating for approximately

50 percent

of current enrollment of the College will be provided, with about

80 percent of the seating

at individual study tables.

There will be

more than a third of the total of the present
faculty. There will be no large reading rooms, but small study
areas will be dispersed throughout book areas so that students
private studies for
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will have the easiest possible access to the books with a

maximum

main and second floors,
however, will provide attractive study areas and prevent the interior of the building from looking like a book warehouse. There
will be a special reading room for periodicals and another for
of privacy. Informal reading areas on the

current newspapers. Provision will be

made

for the use of printed

materials in microform, and there will be a small area for the stor-

age and use of spoken recordings. Special, small conference rooms

group study and areas for typing are drawn into the plans. A
special collections suite will provide space for housing the James
Bowdoin Collection, the Abbott Collection, the Longfellow Colfor

lection, the Library's collection of archival material relating to

the College,

collection of books by alumni,

A map

collections.

ing,

its

room

is

and

its

manuscript

also included in this area of the build-

and two rooms which can eventually make possible the ex-

pansion of the special collections suite will
faculty

and

staff

initially

lounge and a conference room.

that construction of the

new

be used as a

It is

expected

library building will begin in the

1963-64 academic year and that the building will be ready for
use by the fall of 1965.

A signal event during the year was

a

symposium held February

21 and 22 on "The Place of a Research Library in a Liberal Arts
College." Selected librarians and administrators from all over
the country were the guests of the College to hear a series of

by Frederick H. Wagman, Director of Libraries of the
University of Michigan; Eileen Thornton, Librarian of Oberlin
College; Verner W. Clapp, President of the Council on Library
lectures

Resources;

Edward

tory, Emeritus,

C. Kirkland, Frank

now

Tallman Professor

Munsey

Professor of His-

of Thetford Center, Vermont;

Rex Warner,

Athern Daggett; and
the Librarian. The editing of the proceedings of this symposium
is virtually completed, and it is expected that they will be pubfor 1962-63; Professor

lished later in the year.

Despite the loss from the

staff

during the year of personnel in

key positions, there has been a marked increase in the number of
acquisitions during this reporting period. Acquisitions April

1,
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1962 through March 30, 1963 totalled 9,499 books, pamphlets,
and bound periodicals, and 179 items on film. The present number of volumes in the Library is estimated at 277,756, including 3,527 films.

The customary resume

of statistics of library growth follows:

Total spent on
books, serials

and binding

Volumes added

1950-51

$16,974

4,337

1955-56
1959-60
1960-61
1961-62

17,641

5,095

31,605

5,006

39,029

6,553

37,912

6,295

have hampered the rapid and proper assimilation
of new books. Mr. Richard P. Matthews, Catalog Librarian, left
the Library at Christmas and has not yet been replaced. Mr. Dale
Staff shortages

had resigned a month earlier. He
by Mr. Arthur Monke, who comes to Bow-

Gresseth, Assistant Librarian,
will be replaced

May

1

doin from the staff of the Colgate University Library.

The

dire shortage of catalogers has

by the search for a

new

staff

been dramatized for us both

cataloger and by the necessity for

starring the recataloging project of the Library.

This project was

approved at the midwinter meeting of the Boards.
cured a director for

it,

Miss Lillian Cooper,

the University of Colorado Library.

begin late in the
doin's Library

summer and

is its

now

Work on

We

have

se-

of the staff of

the project will

a thorough recataloging of

eventual aim, an accomplishment that

Bowis

ex-

pected to take five years and that will increase the usefulness of
the Library inestimably.

Not only

is

there a national shortage of catalogers but also a

marked shortage of well-trained

librarians generally. This general

shortage has a special relevance for

own
1

shortage of staff

is

when our
problem. The most re-

Bowdoin

our most pressing

at a

cent compilation of national statistics for libraries
tistics

of Colleges

and

Universities,

time

is

Library Sta-

1961-62: Institutional Data,
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issued in April of this year.

Within a

list

of nineteen institutions

comparable to one another in reputation,

size of college, or size

of collection,

Bowdoin ranks seventh

in size of collection

and

eighth in expenditure (for library purposes) per student. In
total expenditure,

its

however, the Bowdoin College Library ranks

amount spent on salaries and wages, sixteenth;
and in the total number of staff members, sixteenth. The list of
selected institutions records the following total number of staff
fifteenth; in the

for 1961-62:

Bowdoin,

8.2;

Amherst, 21.5; Antioch, 11.5; Bates,

6.5; Carleton, 13.4; Colby, 10.5; Colgate, 16.5; Haverford, 16.7;

Knox,

7.5; Lafayette, 15;

Mount Holyoke,

19.5; Occidental, 14;

Reed, 7; Swarthmore, 20.1; Trinity, 16; Vassar, 35.4; Wellesley, 29.7; Wesleyan, 25.5; and Williams, 15.6. The addition
of staff for Bowdoin's recataloging project will
statistics for

the next several years look

much

make Bowdoin's
better.

This addi-

tion will not, however, rectify the long-term shortage of staff for
service to the students.
sible to

add to

The

its staff,

Library must

move

as rapidly as pos-

particularly to add professionally-trained

work with government documents and with special
collections. Staff needs are controlled as much (or more) by the
size of the book collection and by the research interests of the
faculty as they are by the size of the institution or the number of
its students. The size of Bowdoin's book collection and the extent
of services demanded by Bowdoin's Faculty and for its students
makes an increased staff imperative. The subject of statistics
librarians to

should not be dismissed without noting that Bowdoin's expenditure for Library purposes as a percentage of
ties at

fully

the rank of sixth

among

its

total expenditure

the colleges here considered and

meets the percentage suggested in national standards and

which include figures based on
budget should show the College in

that the national comparisons

Bowdoin's 1962-63 library
better relative positions in

A

more

categories.

notable accomplishment during the

summer

of

1962 was

the complete rearrangement of the reference collection of the

Through this, the general reading room in the
the Library's main floor was made into a working

Library.

of

east

wing

reference
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room. At the same time a complete shifting of the stacks was done
in order to bring all the periodical files in Hubbard Hall into one
alphabetic arrangement.

1962 Kenneth Carpenter '58 joined the staff as
Reference Librarian and has done notable service not only in that
assigned area of responsibility but also in helping to keep up with
other work where shifts of duties have been demanded by departures from the staff. Stevens W. Hilyard '62 joined the staff
as a general assistant in the summer of 1962. His work has been a
distinct asset to the Library, and at the beginning of 1963 he was
In the

officially

fall

of

made

Assistant to the Librarian. Mrs. Elly Solmitz joined

was promoted to Junior Cataloger and Mrs. Gladys McKnight became
Library Secretary. To both new and veteran members of the staff
the Librarian owes his thanks.
Circulation for the year dropped from the highs of 1959-60
the staff in January, 1963. In April Miss Marjorie Frost

and 1960-61 (possibly because extended hours of opening mean

more use of books

open stacks and because of increased use of
personally-owned paperbound books rather than closed reserve
in

books for assigned reading) but

still

achieved the high average

circulation per student of fifty-seven books. Interlibrary-loan ser-

and average about seventy transactions
each month. Circulation by year (July 1-June 30) for the last
vices continue to increase

five years

has been:

1961-62 1960-61 1959-60 1958-59 1957-58
Lent (for

extended use)

23,529

22,833

24,330

23,370

18,320

closed reserve)

23,116

27,053

26,547

18,363

20,667

Publications by

members

Lent (from

of the Library's staff are noted in the

j

Appendix to the Report of the President. For the occasion of the
Symposium in February the Library published as a keepsake for

,

the guests of the College

A

Gift to

Bowdoin College by Henry W.

Longfellow. This pamphlet included a collotype reproduction of
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a letter from Longfellow, sometime Librarian of the College, to
Professor Alpheus Spring Packard, dated

November

8,

1869, and

a felicitous introductory note by Professor Herbert Brown.

The dimensions

of this report do not permit a detailed descrip-

tion of even outstanding acquisitions during the year.
these,

however, have been discussed in the pages of the

Some of
Bowdoin

College Library Bulletin and others have been used in library
exhibits.

Gifts of alumni and other friends of the College continue to

help increase the resources of the Library. Outstanding
gifts in

1962-63 was the

fiftieth

among

anniversary gift to the College

was determined by the Class that this gift
of $16,921 should be used for book purchases by the College
Library. A gift from Donald W. Philbrick, Class of 1917, of

by the Class of 1912.

It

$3,589 has been designated as endowment for support of the
purchase of books in the fields of government and history. A gift

$100 by Thomas D. Ginn

begun the Ginn Book Fund
for the purchase of books in science. The Alpha Rho Upsilon
Fraternity, Joseph Brush II '58, Guy Michael Davis '59, Kyle M.
Phillips, Jr. '56, and Paul R. Riseman '62 have made gifts in memory of Walter Moritz Solmitz, and a Solmitz Book Fund has been
established through the gifts made by individuals. Former associates of Chief Justice Harold Hitz Burton have increased the Burton Book Fund by $110. Miss Mabel N. Matthews has made an
additional gift to the Mabel Niver Matthews Book Fund. Funds
for adding to the Major Robert R. Rudy Book Fund have been
given by Mr. and Mrs. I. Rubin, Mr. and Mrs. Henry A. Rudy, and
Mrs. Henry Simon. The Sills Book Fund has been increased by
more than $600 through gifts from the College Club of Portland,
Elroy O. LaCasce, Jr. '44, Walter A. Powers '06, and Fred N.
Robinson H'36. From a trust under the will of Henry S. Chapman
'91, $3,000 has been added to the principal of the Henry Leland
Chapman Memorial Fund and $2,000 has been added to the Class
of 1877 Book Fund in memory of John Eliphaz Chapman.
of

'09 has

Especially notable gifts of books, manuscripts, or funds have

been received from Frederick

W.

Anthoensen H'47, Merton G.

L.
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Lloyd H. Hatch

Richard O. Hathaway, Mrs. Robert Everett Rockwood, FranM. Sills, Mrs. John H. Thomas
Russell '33, Mrs. Kenneth

'21,
cis

C

and Joanne M. Hale, Eileen Thornton, the Royal Globe Insurance Group, and the William Faulkner Foundation. Other donors
to the Library during the year include Charles F.

Peter
riello,

N. Anastas,

Jr. '59,

Jonathan Bartlett

Peter A. Anderson '60,
'53,

Adams

'12,

Amelia A. And-

Fulgencio Batista, Francis

S.

Ben-

Kenneth W. Bilby, Edwin H. Blanchard '17, Donald
M. Blinken, William F. Bruce, Mrs. B. J. Bryant, Harry A. Bullis,
Arthur Burkhard, David Burnett, Kenneth Carpenter '58, Brinley S. Carter '61, Warren Catlin, John E. Chatman, Mrs. Richard
jamin

'36,

L. Chittim, the

Rev. Sheldon Christian '37, Cyril Clemens, Elinor

Colby, President James

Coles, C. B. Corrado, Louis O. Coxe,

S.

George V. Craighead '25, Rogers M. Crehore '17, Pierson Curtis, Athern P. Daggett '25, George H. Davis
'60, Guy Michael Davis '59, the Rev. Gardiner Day, Michael C.
Donavan, Henry K. Dow '24, Henry P. Dowst '54, Charles L.
Dufour, Richard Nye Dyer, Harvey Wilson Eastman, George W.
Elderkin, George R. Elliott H'25, Van Courtlandt Elliott '28,
Daniel Fendrick, Robert W. Ferrell '62, William A. Fickett '54,
S. Frances Fletcher, Arthur N. Foxe, Mrs. Maude F. Franks,
George W. Freiday, Jr. '30, A. V. Gafarian, George P. Gardner,
Rolfe E. Glover III '46, William Goodreau, Dr. George I. Gould,
Mrs. Harriet Knowlton Greer, Dale C. Gresseth, George E. Griggs,
Jr. '44, Alfred O. Gross H'52, A. H. Gustafson, Tyrus Harmsen,
Richard Harwell, the library of Herbert Edwin Hawkes, Manning Hawthorne '30, Mrs. Edward N. Hay, Paul Hazelton '42,
Ernst C. Helmreich, George Richard Huemer, Phil Hussey, Sr.,

John Eldon Craig

'62,

Raymond A. Jensen '48, Carol Jones, R.
Stafford Kay '64, Marshall D. Ketchum, Ethel M.

Percival E. Jackson,

Lloyd Jones,
King, Elroy O. LaCasce,

Jr.

'44,

Lance R. Lee

'60,

Robert Le-

H. Livingston, David Lovell '60, Guy
R. Lyle, Donald N. Lukens '46, Glenn R. Mclntire '25, Rear
Admiral Donald B. MacMillan '98, Douglass H. McNeally 46
Alan W. Markell '54, Robert Marks, Richard Matthews, Herbert
Fevre, Eaton Leith, Charles

y

9
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Moore

John H. Moses, Jr. '60, Paul Scott Mowrer, G. Nadeau, Helen Howell Neal, James M. Neill, Bruce E. Nilsson '64,
the Rev. W. E. R. O'Gorman, Fred Orkin '64, Don Pace, Samuel
White Patterson, Louise Payson, Thomas H. Pearson, George E.
Pettengill 33, Kyle M. Phillips, Jr. '56, John C. Pickard '22, J.
H. Pillionnel, David R. Porter '06, Christian Peter Potholm '62,
Christopher Pyle '61, Gerhard Rehder 31, Clement F. Robinson
'03, Mrs. Robert E. Rockwood, Mrs. C. B. Rogers, Elizabeth O.
Rohrbach, Marvin Sadik, Benjamin Sandler '61, Mrs. Alfred Sze
Sao-Ke, John V. Schaffner III 35, Mrs. Vincent Shea, William D.
Shipman, Harold S. Smith, Mrs. L. Winfield Smith, Marion Smith,
Kent Spriggs '61, Mrs. Marie Peary Stafford H'49, Jasper J. Stahl
'09, James Storer, Eugene Tavenner, Joseph J. Tecce '55, Mrs.
John H. Thomas, Sewell Thomas, David Thorndike '46, Francis
L. Valente, Thomas C. Van Cleve H'54, Barry
Waldorf '58,
Stanley B. Weld, Hans and Dorothy Widenmann, Mrs. Ralph E.
B.

'48,

j

C

I

,

Williams.

The

Librarian cannot write his report for the year without em-

phasizing needs.

He

cannot conclude

it,

however, without an ex-

pression of his genuine appreciation for the understanding of

and for the efforts being made to meet them by the
Faculty and its Library Committee, by the President and other administrative officers of the College, by the Library Committee of
the Governing Boards, and by the Governing Boards themselves.

these needs

I

I

I

Respectfully submitted,

Richard Harwell,

Librarian

I

REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE

MUSEUM OF ART
To

the President of

The

Bowdoin College:

Director of the

Museum

of Art has the honor to submit the

following report for the year ending April 30, 1963.

Although attendance statistics are never a conclusive measure of
the understanding and enjoyment of art, people must first enter a
museum before they can benefit from its public offering. It is therefore gratifying to observe that attendance had reached the 18,015
mark by the end of April, exceeding by 3,611 visitors, or 25 percent, the attendance for the previous year. This was achieved despite the fact that the Museum had to be closed for nearly six
weeks to permit extensive redecoration. Especially significant is the
number of undergraduates who have come to the exhibitions, gallery talks, lectures,

number

and other

of school children

special activities,

who have

and the very large

visited the

Museum

during

the year.

The most obvious reason for the marked increase in attendance
was the outstanding program of temporary exhibitions developed
by the Curator, Mr. Marvin Sadik. An excellent start was made last
summer by exhibiting a selection of French Impressionist pictures
from the collections of Mr. Gordon Palmer and Mrs. Bertha Palmer Thorne, which were extremely popular. This was followed in the
fall

by the exhibition of the art of Leonard Baskin, which attracted

international attention.

The 3,000

catalogues of this exhibition

were entirely "sold out," owing to requests received from all over
the country. Both the exhibition and the catalogue were praised on
both sides of the Atlantic, and the latter was selected for the exhi-

which was displayed in Boston in
January. During the midwinter months we presented a selection of
American paintings from the collection of Mrs. Norman B. Woolbition called Publisher's Choice,
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worth, and during the spring Baroque paintings from the collec-

Walter P. Chrysler, Jr. It is not too much to say that the
was the finest exhibition of European paintings ever held in

tion of
latter

Maine.

We

shall conclude the season with

an equally outstanding

display of painting in British India, 1757-1857.

We

were thus

fortunate in being able to offer the best annual exhibition
in the history of our

The guiding
try to

Museum.

policy of our

hold four or

program

program has

five exhibitions

several components.

We

through the year, with intervals

between for preparation and hanging. We also schedule the exhithe perioc
bitions to coincide with highlights in the college year

—

summer visitors, the football season, winter houseparties, Ivy
time, and Commencement.
Qualitatively, we seek the best, believing that we have an obligation to take the lead in this respect in our area. Our relation to
other exhibiting groups in Maine has changed over the years, affecting our policy. Twenty years ago local living artists had little
of

opportunity to exhibit their work.
tunity for

them

to

do

this

We therefore provided an oppor-

through a

one-man and group
Today, numerous art

series of

exhibitions extending over a period of years.

and other outlets have taken up this slack. Similarly,
American art is now displayed more frequently. Adjusting to this
improvement, we now tend to display the work of artists who have
festivals

achieved a wider reputation over the nation. This practice of doing
at

Bowdoin what smaller exhibiting groups

is,

we

in our area cannot

believe, a necessary part of our leadership.

We

do

also seek to

do what is not being done generally by exhibiting works of art
from the great European and Asiatic sources of our heritage. This
is not only an important contribution to the public welfare but it
illustrates for our students the fields of art which are studied most
frequently in the undergraduate courses.

During the year the Associates Program was continued under
the guidance of the Director and the Membership Secretary, Mrs.
Dee Hiebert. Funds received from contributions were expended
mainly to assist the exhibitions program and especially to aid in
the publication of the catalogues and bulletins which are mailed
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any such organization

is
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self-support-

seldom actually the case. Our own group will do
well by ending the year about even. Our position can be

ing, but this is

relatively

seen in

some perspective by noting

that a long-established organi-

Yale University Art Gallery has about 1,000 members. Our continuing membership of about 400 is thereby encouraging. We were especially heartened by the number of Associates
who renewed their annual contributions, some of them with subzation at the

stantial increases

accompanied by notes

enclosing check for

College

Museum

fifty

dollars for

like the following: "I

membership

Bowdoin

in the

We have always

of Art Associates for

enjoyed those occasions

am

when we have been

able to attend and

wish you continued success in your most interesting programs."

The value of the program cannot be measured by
it

we

dollars.

Through

and friends all
an example received from To-

are able to strengthen our ties with alumni

over the country.

The following

is

Ohio: "Mrs

and I are very impressed by the excellence of your shows and the handsome, scholarly catalogues.
Bowdoin must be near the forefront of colleges of its type."
With a generous appropriation from the Governing Boards, the
Museum was able to construct last summer a storage room under
the south terrace to match the one created the previous year under
the north terrace. The former will be used for general storage, the

ledo,

latter for picture storage,

At

with proper humidification for each

now

same time our old storage area was converted into
a small but handsome room for the display of some of our old master drawings and prints, cases were constructed to permit a larger
display of our excellent collection of classical antiquities, and the
upstairs galleries were completely redecorated. More recently the
first steps were taken toward the installation of a new and modern

possible.

the

front entrance.

When

the latter project

is

completed

we

shall

taken every major step possible to improve the building as
stands.

Yet the need

for additional operating space

obvious with each passing year. This

is

it

have

now

becomes more

not surprising in a building

which was erected nearly seventy years ago. The correction of this
and other limitations must now await a major improvement the

—
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addition of a
of us

when

Two

wing on the

building. It will be a

happy day

for all

this goal is realized.

noteworthy benefactions were announced during the year.

In the will of the late Mrs. Sylvia Ross, of Bangor, the College was

provided for in several ways. The
choice of possessions which

Museum

would be

of Art

suitable for

was given its
inclusion and

display in a collection of fine arts. Since these items will not ac-

come to the College until sometime later, specific description of them should properly be deferred until next year's report.
But it can be said in general that they will include some fine furtually

niture, silver,

most

and ceramics, which will embellish the

galleries in a

suitable way.

In making their selection, the Director and Curator tried rigor-

museum quality and
museum of "fine arts."

ously to accept only those items which are of

which we

shall actually be able to use in a

to valuable use in

number

which could be put
other parts of the College. Mrs. Ross had gener-

Fortunately, there remained a

of items

ously stipulated in her will that a further selection could be

made

for that purpose. In the course of time, the results of her liberality
will be apparent,

foresight

The

and the College

at large will benefit

from her

and generosity.

college

community was saddened

in

January by the death

John W. Frost, of the Class of 1904, a native of Topsham
who had many friends in this locality. Mr. Frost was not only an
Overseer of the College for many years but a wise and devoted
member of the Committee on Art Interests whose counsel will be
missed. The Texas Utilities Company, of Dallas, Texas, on whose
board of directors he had served, has made a gift of $1,000 in his
memory. At the suggestion of Mr. Frost's widow and his three
sons, the gift will be applied toward the purchase of a work of art
in Mr. Frost's memory, and to commemorate his interest in the development of the art collections.
Over a period of years the professional care of our pictures was
in the able hands of Mr. Alfred Jakstas. When he left the New
England area to accept an appointment as Resident Conservator at
the Art Institute of Chicago, we were fortunate in being able to
of Mr.
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replace

him by Mr. John Washeba, one

tors in the

of the foremost conserva-

country and an expert without a superior in the preser-

vation of old master drawings and prints.
this
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program with great

$200

pear costly. But

if

and restored a number of our most
original brilliance. To the layman, the

for the cleaning of

that

has carried forward

skill

important pictures to their
expenditure of

He

amount

an old picture

may

ap-

restores to usefulness a picture

worth several thousands of dollars, the expenditure is a
very economical investment. Above and beyond that consideration,
a museum of art has an obligation to care for and preserve the
which

is

treasures

it

has inherited from the past in order to bequeath

to posterity in

no more nor

good condition. Bowdoin's duty

less

them

in this regard

is

than that of any other responsible museum.

At the conclusion of the academic year 1961-62, Mr. Carl N.
Schmalz,

Jr.,

resigned his dual position of Assistant Professor of

Art and Associate Director of the

Museum

to accept a teaching

Amherst College and return to his native Massachusetts. Although he willingly and ably turned his hand to the
many tasks assigned him in his dual capacity at Bowdoin, and
appointment

at

was especially instrumental

in the

formation of the Associates

organization, his wish to concentrate his professional energies

henceforth upon teaching and the practice of watercolor painting
is

understandable. Mr. Schmalz was succeeded by Mr.

Browne Cornell, an outstanding

practitioner of etching,

confine himself largely to studio instruction

This change

is

museum work,

who

will

and creative work.

but a reflection of a national trend.

recognized generally that

Thomas

now

It is

studio instruction,

and

and appreciation of art are three
different and full-time professional callings, and training is being
based upon this assumption. At Cornell University the separation
the teaching of the history

is

now

plines.

signified

by three separate buildings for the three

At Bowdoin we

arrival of the Senior

are in a transitional stage, but with the

Center Program and other educational de-

velopments we, too, will be forced to
the hiring of personnel

The

disci-

move

in that direction in

and the assignment of duties.
post of Curator continued to be ably and vigorously
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manned by Mr.

Sadik,

whose

attack

upon the endless problems of

cataloguing and research connected with any established collec-

was no less competent than his development of the
exhibitions program and the improvement of the display of the
permanent collections.
At the end of September, Miss Gertrude Plaisted resigned in
tion of art

As

accordance with the college retirement rule.

Secretary to the

and Receptionist, she took over the years an extraordinary interest in the Museum and visitors to it. Her contribution to
cordial public relations was valuable indeed. She was succeeded
by Mrs. Katherine Rumsey, a graduate of Vassar College and
former staff member of the Albright-Knox Gallery, as Museum
Director,

Secretary.

A

final

few words may be devoted to the matter of

Although the courses

in art continued to be popular

instruction.

and to con-

tribute to the general education of the undergraduates in a liberal

we are on the threshold of a new educational endeavor
Bowdoin. One of the essential premises of the envisioned Senior

arts college,

at

Center Program

that the liberal tradition

is

must be vigorously

and consciously maintained to balance or counteract excessive
specialization and vocationalism. The Department of Art wishes
very

much

to play

its

part in that

program

ii

circumstances permit

and believes that the study of art lends itself
to the type of seminars that are being planned and to the larger
goals that are being sought. During the next year and ensuing
decade, the College will change greatly, and the Museum and Art
Department will change with it. It is an opportunity for development and growth that we welcome.
Below is a listing by the Curator of Exhibitions and Acquisiit

properly to do

so,

tions for the year.

EXHIBITIONS
May

11 -June 17: French Impressionist and Post-Impressionist Paintings
from the Collections of Mrs. Bertha Palmer Thorne and Mr.

Gordon Palmer.
June 22-September 2: Nineteenth- and Twentieth-Century American
Paintings from the Museum's Permanent Collections, together
with the Paintings lent by Mr. Gordon Palmer cited above.
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October 12-November 11: The Art of Leonard Baskin.
November 16-December 30: Contemporary Japanese Prints lent by the
Yoseido Gallery, Tokyo.
December 3 -December 15: Nineteenth- and Twentieth-Century European
and American Prints lent by the Ferdinand Roten Galleries,
Baltimore.

January 10 -January 27: Paintings and Prints from the Museum's Collection for Rental to Associates of the Bowdoin College Museum
of Art.

February 8-March 3: Nineteenth-Century American Paintings from the
Collection of Mrs. Norman B. Woolworth.

March

15- April 28: Baroque Paintings

from the Collection of Walter

P.

Chrysler, Jr.

GIFTS
The Honorable

Eastman Johnson, American (1824-1906), Babes in the Woods, oil on canvas (1962.31); Frederick P. Vinton, American (1846-1911), Portrait of Mrs. James P. Baxter, oil

Percival P. Baxter '98, Portland:

on canvas (1962.30); Hepplewhite Chest of Drawers, 19th cen-

tury (1962.32); Italian Cassone, 16th century (1962.33).

Thomas
plastic

American (b. 1937),
engraving, 12/50 (1963.4).

B. Cornell,

Portrait of

an Imaginary Figure,

Mr. Ernest Haskell, Jr., Bath: Ernest Haskell, American (1876-1925),
Bookplate for Emma Eames, etching (1963.2).
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert C. Lee, Belmont, Massachusetts: Leonard Baskin,
American (b. 1922), Man of Peace, woodcut (1962.118).
Mr. John Moses, Jr. '60, Richmond, Virginia: Pre-Columbian Peruvian
Objects: Ceremonial Knife, copper (1962.115); Grave Marker, wood
(1962.117); Mummy Cloth (1962.114); Vase, terracotta (1962.116).
Mr. Eliot O'Hara, Washington, D.C.: Sixty Contemporary American
Watercolors: Narcisco Abeylo, Horses (1962.53); Cathie Babcock,
Elephants (1962.54); Standish Backus, Jr., Deserted Factory (1962.55)
and Rainy New Mexico Landscape (1962.56); Helen Batchelor, Little
Girls Playing (1962.57); Carol Bates, Autumn (1962.58) and Myth
(1962.59); Rex Brandt, Moonlight (1962.60); William Calfee, Baby
Monkey (1962.61); Professor Chang, Two Birds (1962.62); Walter
Colebrook, Backstairs (1962.63); J. Halley Cox, Reef XI (1962.64);
Adolf Dehn, Country Church (1962.65); Elizabeth Dent, Tree Spider
(1962.66) and Abstraction (1962.67); Phil Dike, Path of Gold (1962.68); Phoebe Flory, Church at Marfde, Mexico (1962.69); Martin
Gambee, The Moon and Junipers (1962.70); Minerva W. Goldsmith,
Mountain Baptism (1962.71); Xavier Gonzalez, Abstraction #8
(1962.72); Herbert J. Gute, Winter (1962.73); William A. Hanley,
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(1962.74); Arthur K. D. Healy, Wind in Pines
(1962.75); Cecil A. Hunt, Sunset in Umbria (1962.77); Mitchell
Jamieson, Factories Fringe the Naugatuck Valley (1962.78); Lois M.
Jones, A Student at Howard (1962.79); Henry G. Keller, Inrushing
Gloucester Sunset

ride (1962.80); Harry Leith-Ross, Old House and Trestle (1962.81);
Charlie Lee, The Water Hole (1962.82); John D. McLaughlin, Abstraction, oil on canvas (1962.83); Herman Maril, Dead Tree (1962.84) William Meyerowitz, The Willow Road ( 1962.85) Chiura Obata,
Deer (1962.86) and Thundering Nevada Falls (1962.87); Eliot
CHara, Portrait of Robert P. T. Coffin (1962.88), St. Paul's Emerges
(1962.89), Portrait of Jose de Creeft (1962.90), Saint and Sinner,
Rheims (1962.91); James Pace, Footprints (1962.92); Donald W.
Patterson, Backyard (1962.93); George Post, Telegraph Hill (1962.94); Robert C. Purdy, Grapes (1962.95); Shirley Rackear, Two Nudes
(1962.38); Morton Roberts, Gloucester Fisherman (1962.96); Olive
Rush, White Gazelles (1962.97); Carl N. Schmalz, Jr., Kent Island,
New Brunswick (1962.98); Victor Schreckengost, Implements (1962.99); Gertrude Schweitzer, Girl in Pink Dress (1962.100); Marilee
Shapiro, Female Nude (1962.101); Millard Sheets, Road to Baldy
(1962.102); Margaret Sheppard, Two Doves (1962.103) and Dig that
Dancer Inside that Crazy Bubble (1962.104); Dorothy Short, Portrait
of Brenda Putnam (1962.105); Phyllis H. Skelton, Full Stops (Newport Harbor), (1962.106); Frederick W. Smith, San Pedro Valley
(1962.107); Rebecca Spencer, Students (1962.108); Paul M. Travis,
Tiger and Bull (1962.109); Edward Turner, Schoodic Rocks (1962.110); Milo Kendall Winter, Jr., Off Newport (1962.111); Tyrus
Wong, The Beggar (1962.112) and Horse, brush drawing (1962.113);
Hokusai(?), Japanese ( 1760-1849), Boatman (1962.76).
;

;

Mrs. Davieson D. Power, Ashland, Massachusetts: Fei-ts'ui Leaf, Ch'ien
Lung (1736-95), jade (1962.35), Fei-ts'ui Vase with cover on ivory
stand, probably Ch'ien Lung, jade (1962.36).

Mrs. John Sloan, Wilmington, Delaware: John Sloan, American (1871-

1951), ten prints: Hanging Clothes, etching (1962.40);

Rag

Pickers,

etching (1962.41); Calf-love, etching (1962.42); Seeing New York,
etching (1962.43); Little Woman, etching (1962.44); Angna Enters
in "Odalisque" etching (1962.45);

Nude

with Halo, etching (1962.-

46); Nude and Etching Press, etching (1962.47); The Shell of Hell,
mezzotint (1962.48); His Appointed Rounds, mezzotint (1962.49).

Mr. Edward H. Tevriz '26, New York City; American silver: Footed
Salver with Bowdoin coat of arms, William Forbes, c. 1830 (1962.50);
Oval Bread Basket, Ball, Black and Company, c. 1850 (1962.51); Salver
with Bowdoin coat of arms, William Ladd, c. 1830 (1962.37).
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'15,
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Cornwall Bridge, Connecticut: Sigurd

Schou, Norwegian (20th century), Maine Coast, Cape Elizabeth, oil on
canvas (1962.34).
Dr. Richard C. Webster, Brookline, Massachusetts:

Westphalian Chest,

16th century, oak (1962.52).

PURCHASES
Leonard Baskin, American

1922), Portfolio of Illustrations for Ho-

(b.

mer's Iliad (XII/LX); Mythic Warrior, original pen and brush draw-

ing

(

1963.1.1 );

Two

sets

of etchings of

Homer, Ereuthalion, He-

one set on Japan nacre, all signed by the artist (1963.1.2-7);
Title Page, Table of Contents (three pages), and Colophon signed by
the artist (1963.1.8-12); Sixty Facsimiles of Drawings by Baskin for
Homer's Z/zW (1963.1.13-72).
Max Beckmann, German (1884-1950), Two Automobile Officers, etchphaistos,

ing (1962.39).

Thomas B. Cornell, American (b. 1937), The Monkey, thirteen etchings
by Thomas Browne Cornell, with an essay by Thomas Huxley. Apiary
Press, 1959.

No. 26 of 60 copies (1963.3).

Armour

Arrow
(1962.26); Axe (1962.22); Double Ibex Talisman (1962.21); Mace

Luristan Bronzes, 9th-7th century B.C.:

Plate (1962.24);

(1962.23); Standard Holder (1962.25).
Persian Drawing, 15th century, Phoenix (1962.27).
Persian Drawing, 16th century, Falconer on Horseback (1962.28).

Turkish Drawing, 13th century, Dioscorides Materia Medica (1962.29).

With

the exception of the sixty collotype facsimiles of Baskin

drawings for Homer's

which are part of a portfolio which
also includes an original drawing and six etchings, only original
works of art are listed as accessions.
Iliad,

Respectfully submitted,

Philip C. Beam, Director

